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This work arose in connection with several problems in differential 
algebra. It is presented here entirely in the context of elementary field 
theory and valuation theory, however, with the language of differential 
algebra appearing only in the final section, and then only minimally. 
Valuations (and/or places) are by now a familiar tool in differential 
algebra, having first appeared implicitly in Ritt’s work on power series 
solutions and “y-solutions” (see especially [9]) and since then in the work 
of Blum, Cohn, Goldman, Kolchin, Rosenlicht, and others. A question 
which has arisen in connection with this tool, especially evident in recent 
work of Cohn [3] and Goldman [5], is, roughly stated, the following: 
Given an element of a differential field, and a power series representation 
(arising from a rank one discrete valuation) of that element, when is the 
derivative of the given element the same as the term-by-term derivative of 
the series? Answering this question on anything other than a purely ad hoc 
basis, of course, amounts to determinating whether the derivation of the 
field is continuous in the topology induced by the valuation. That brings us 
to our present topic. 
The classical result of the subject is the following: Let K/F be an 
algebraic function field of one variable. Then every F-derivation of k’ is 
continuous in the topology of every valuation of 1y over F. 
Here we obtain a similar result (Corollary 5.3) in higher transcendence 
degrees, for those valuations corresponding to prime divisors. The same 
result also shows, however-reinforcing an example of Rosenlicht [ 11, 
pp. 37s371]--that if K is an extension field of F having transcendence 
degree greater than one, it is always possible to find a valuation of K over 
F and an F-derivation of k’ not continuous in the topology of v. 
Two questions thus present themselves : 
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(1) Given a valuation v of K over F, are there non-zero F-derivations 
of K continuous with respect to u? 
(2) Given an F-derivation D of K, are the non-zero valuations of K 
over F with respect to which D is continuous? 
Of the two questions, the first is perhaps more in the spirit of the 
classical result cited. Its answer is in general no; in some important cases. 
however, the answer is yes (Theorem 5.2, Corollary 5.3). The answer to the 
second question, which belongs more to the spirit of differential gebra, is 
yes, provided that K is finitely generated over F. In fact, much more is true: 
we obtain an “extension theorem” (Theorems 3.3 and 4.1) for valuations in 
whose topology a given derivation is continuous. This extension theorem, 
in the discrete case, yields a solution to our original problem on the term- 
by-term differentiation of power series (Theorem 7.2). in addition 
(Theorem 7.1) it provides a satisfactory generalization of existing differen- 
tial place extension theorems. 
I am most grateful to Ellis Kolchin for carefully reading and commenting 
on this paper, and especiahy for pointing out an inaccuracy in my original 
formulation of Theorem 3.3. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We consider a field L and a rank one non-archimedean valuation L’ of L 
trivial on the prime field of L, that is, a map v from the multiplicative 
group L* to the additive group of real numbers, satisfying, for every 
x, YE L*, 
(i) LJ(.y?‘) = V(X) + Lo; 
(ii) V(X + JP) 3 min{v(x), t’(y)), equality holding if L>(S) # o(y); and 
(iii) o=O on the prime field of L. 
We shall sometimes refer to (L, v). just described, as a “valued field.” 
We denote by r the value group of ~1 (i.e., r= {v(x): x E L* )) and write, 
as is customary. ~‘(0) = co. We d enote by L the residue field of the 
canonical place of L induced by v ; then property (iii) just means that L 
and z have the same characteristic. IfK is a subfield of L. the valuation L’ 
restricts to a valuation of K; when necessary, we denote the restricted 
valuation by Do, its value group by rK and its residue field by K. (K, rxj is 
again a valued field. 
Let F and K be sublields of L, and suppose that K is a finite algebraic 
extension of F. We record the following facts for later use. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. For any vector space basis (zl, . . . z, } of K over F, 
there is an element a E r such that, for every a,, . . . . a, E F, v(C;, 1 a,z,) <
min, G rGn { V(ai) + 4zjj} + a. 
ProoJ See [4, Proof of Theorem 2.71. a 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let 4 be the canonical phtce associated to v, and let 
zl, . . . . z, be elements of K such that either 
(a) v(zl), .. . v(z,) belong to distinct cosets of I-r in r,, or 
(bj b(z,), . . . . &z~) are linearly independent over i? 
Then for any a,, . . . . a,EF, CZ= 1 aizi)= min,,,,, (~(a!) + dz,)). 
ProoJ (a) If u(Lz~-~~) = v(u,z,) for some a,: aI E F and z,, Z,E (or, . . . . =,I, 
then v(z,) - v(z,j E rF, whence Z, = a, by hypothesis. Thus v(C;= 1 a,~~) = 
min I <i<r Ie4) + w>. 
(b) Set x=x;=, a,z,, note that v(z,) = 0, and assume, as we may, that 
v(ar) 6 ~(a,) (1 < i< r). Then U(X) >, ~(a,) and &x/a,) = C:=, d(aJal) &zl) 
which is not zero by linear independence of &z,), . . . . &z,). Therefore 
v(~)=v(a,)=min~.,., (v(t7J+u(z,)}. I 
Let g be the number of inequivalent valuations of K extending rF, and 
let p be the characteristic exponent of L; that is, p= 1 if L has charac- 
teristic zero, and p is the characteristic of L otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let K be a finite normal extension of F. There is a 
non-negative integer d such that [K: F] = (I-,: r,). [K: P] . g. pd. 
Proof See [4, 20.211. 1 
2. CONTINUOUS DERIVATIONS 
Let (L, v) be a valued field, let K be a subfield of L and let D : K -+ L be 
a derivation. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a subset of K. The derivation D is said to be 
bounded below on S if there is a y E r such that, for every non-zero x E S, 
v(Dx/.x) z y. In this case, y is called a lower bound for II on S. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a domain with quotientfield K, and let y be a 
lower bound for D on R. Then y is a lower bound for D on K. 
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Proof. Let x E K*; say x = a/b where a and b are non-zero elements of 
R. Then ~‘(Dx/x) = v((Da/a) - (Db/b)) > min {~(&‘a), v(Db/b)) Z y. 1 
Under u, L becomes a normed field (via ijx[l = e-1.(x)). Ifthe derivation D 
is bounded below on K, then D is continuous at zero, since tl(x,,) -+ CC 
implies u(Dx,,) + cc) ; hence D is uniformly continuous on K in the norm 
induced by ~1. 
We now show that if u is not trivial on K, the converse statement also 
holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If vK # 0: D is contirmous in the topology of u if and 
on!l, if D is bomded below on K. 
Proof. Replacing v if necessary by an equivalent valuation, take an 
element 7c of K such that v(n) = 1. Let D be continuous in the topology of L’. 
Then there is a positive integer N, not divisible by the characteristic of K, 
such that u(Dy) > 1 whenever y is an element of K such that U(J) > N. Set 
y= -N. 
For each positive integer k, D(T?)/TT~ = kDn/q so either D(#) = 0 or 
u(k) = t)(N) = 0, in which case ~(DTc“/#) = u(Dn/n) = u(Dn”/x”). In any 
event, we have u(Dn”/7ck) 2 1 -N > y. 
Now let x be an element of K such that 0 d D(X) < 1. Then v(xn”) > N, 
so v(D(m”))= u(xNDx+ NW?’ DE)> 1. If ~~(~~‘~Dx)~u(N~~~-*DTI), 
then N + v(Dx) 2 u(s) + N + v( DTC/TT) > U(X) + 1. Thus v(Dx/.x ) 2 1 - N > y. 
If u(~~~~Dx)<u(Nx~~‘-’ DTC), on the other hand. then u(n”~x)= 
N+ u(Dx) B 1, whence v(Dx/x) 3 1 -N- V(X) 3 -N= 1’. 
NOW let J’ be an arbitrary element of K such that v(y) >,O and write 
.Y = XY?, where 0 d v(x) -=c 1 and k is a natural number. We have v(D~)/y) =
u(Dx/x + k(D@)) >, min (v(Dx/x), u(k Dn/n)} > 1’. We apply Proposi- 
tion 2.1 to complete the proof. 
3. FINITELY GENERATED FIELD EXTENSIONS 
Let (L, v) be a valued field, let D: L + L be a derivation and let F be a 
subfield of L. Then D induces a derivation D,: F-+ L and v induces a 
valuation u0 of F, = F( D,F). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x and y be elements of r, and let Z be a subset ofL such 
that, for an]) a, , . . . . a,,E F and any distinct zI, . . . z,, EZ, v(C:~ I a,z,) <
min,,,,,, (~(a,)+ v(zi)) +a. If y is a lower boundfor D on FU Z, then 7-m 
is a lower bound for D on the uector subspace of L generated over F by Z. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let K be a finite algebraic extension of F contained in L. [f 
D, is bounded beloiv. so is D,. 
ProoJ: Set yO = infatF* {u(Du/a)}. Let Z= (zl, . . . . zn} be a vector space 
basis of K over F, and take c1 E r as described in Proposition 1.1. Set 
yI = v(Dz,/z,) (1 d i < n) and set 1’ = min (yO, . . . y, >. Then 7 is a lower bound 
for D on Fu Z, so by Lemma 3.1, y-a is a lower bound for D on K. By 
Proposition 2.2, D, is continuous. 1 
Given a pure transcendental extension F,(t,, . . . t,, . ..) of F,, we may 
define a rank one valuation M’ on F,(t,, . . . . t,, __. j extending LJ~, as follows: 
Assign each w(ti) arbitrarily, thereby determining the action of )I’ on 
monomials in the t,‘s ;then, for any distinct monomials M, , . . . . M,, and any 
elements LZ,, .. . . a, of F,,, define w(C;, , a,M,) = min, GIGn {vo(a,) + n(M,)}. 
A valuation IV so constructed is said to be a honzogeneouslq, defined exten- 
sion of oO to F,( t,, . . . . t,, ...). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L have characteristic zero, set FO = F(DF), and let K 
be a s@‘eld of L finitely generated over F. If D, is bounded belon: and if F, 
is algebraic over F, therl vO extends to a valuation w of L w?ith respect to 
lllhich D, is continuous. 
Proof Set ljO = inf,. F* I c r l(Da/‘a)). Fix a finite set of generators of K 
over F, and let x be any one of those generators. We shall find a field M’ 
and a valuation IV’ of L. extending vO, such that 
(i) F(x) c M’ c L, 
(ii) M’(DM’) is algebraic over M’, and 
(iii) D,. is bounded below with respect to MI’. 
Having accomplished this, we may repeat the process, replacing F by AK 
and x by any other member of our generating set, until we have obtained a 
subfield M of L containing K, and a valuation ~1 of L extending a,,, with 
respect to which D,{, hence D,, is continuous. 
First suppose that x is algebraic over F. Take M’ = F(x), CV’ = v; then by 
Lemma 3.2, D,, is bounded below with respect to MI’. Since s is separably 
algebraic over F, Dx E F,(x), whence M’(DM’) is algebraic over M’. 
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Next suppose that the infinite set (x, Dx, . . . . D’x, . ..> is algebraically 
independent over F, hence over F,. On I;J.)r, Dx, . . . . D'x, . ..). let IV’ be the 
homogeneously defined extension of u0 such that, for each non-negative 
integer i, NJ’(I) ‘+‘x) = w'(D'x)+y,; extend 1~’ arbitrarily to L. Let 
A4’ = F(x, Dx, . . D’x, . ..). It follows from Lemma 3.1, taking Z to be the 
set of all monomials in x, Dx, . . . . D's, . . . . that y0 is a lower bound for D on 
A/‘. Moreover, M'(DM') = F,(x, Dx, . . . D’.‘c, . ..). which is algebraic 
over M’. 
Finally, suppose that (x, Ds, . . . D" ~ ‘x) is algebraically independent 
over F and that Dkx is algebraic over F(x, Dx, . . . . Dk- 'x). Let 
M’= F((x, Dx, . . . . D"-'x), let ~1’ be any extension of u0 to L that is 
homogeneously defined on Fo(x, Dx, . . . Dk- ‘x), and set y = min 
{yO> w'(Dx/x), . .. w'(Dkx/Dk-'cc)). Then by Lemma 3.1, y is a lower bound 
for D on M’, and clearly n/i’(DM’) = F,(x, Dx, . . . . D"x), which is algebraic 
over &I’. 1 
4. ARBITRARY EXTENSIONS 
The conclusion of Theorem 3.3 need not hold for arbitrary non-finitely 
generated extension fields, as the following example shows. 
Let F be a field, u0 a rank one valuation of F, D,: F--f F a derivation 
continuous in the topology of rO, and y an element of F such 
that II,( -1. Let K= F(x,, x2, . . x,, . ..). where x,, x7, . . . . .xn, . are 
algebraically independent over F, and extend D, to a derivation D : K + K 
by assigning, for each n? D-Y,, = X,JJ~. If u is any extension of v. to K, 
v(Dx,/x,) = -n. Therefore D is not continuous in the topology of u. 
On the other hand, certain important conditions on an infinitely 
generated extension K of F indeed guarantee the validity of Theorem 3.3 
for that extension. Finding such conditions very nearly amounts to finding 
conditions under which the lower bound for D on F is the same as the 
lower bound for D on K. Since the latter conditions are of particular 
importance for applications to differential gebra, we shall now investigate 
them with some care. 
One such condition is revealed upon reexamination of the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. When the infinite set (x, Dx, . . . D'x, . .I is algebraically 
independent over F, we may define w homogeneously on 
F(x, Dx, . ..) D'x, . ..). choosing, for example, w(D'+ ‘x) = w(D'x) + yO. This 
insures that y0 remains a lower bound for D on F(x, Dx, . . . . Dix, . ..). sothe 
conclusion of Theorem 3.3 still holds for a subfield K of L generated over F 
by an arbitrary number of such elements x. 
It is clear also that a continuous D: F -+ L extends continuously to any 
completion of F. More explicitly, any completion i of L yields a valued 
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field extension ($ B) of (L, 0); the topological closure F of F in i is a com- 
pletion of F; and any derivation D: F + L continuous in the topology of v 
extends uniquely to a derivation 6 : P + L, continuous in the topology of 6, 
and having, in fact, the same lower bound as D. 
We now turn our attention to infinite algebraic extensions. In what 
follows, if P = C;= 0 a+%? is an element of the polynomial ring F[X], by PD 
we shall mean the polynomial C;!= ,, ( Dai) x’; if the place 0 induced by v on 
L is finite at the coefficients of P, we set P” =CqEC, (q5ai) Xi. Given an 
element x of L, algebraic over F, we denote by irrAx) the unique manic 
irreducible polynomial P E F[X] such that P(x) = 0. 
The next theorem is essentially the same as the main result of [Z], 
Proposition 11. The “monotone derivations” Cohn discusses there are, in 
our language, derivations bounded below by 0. Our replacement of zero by 
an arbitrary lower bound causes no real difficulty, and in fact Theorem 4.1 
can be obtained as an easy corollary of Cohn’s Proposition 11. We offer an 
alternative proof, however, which although in some respects similar to 
Cohn’s proof (and also to the proof of [S, Theorem 3]), is both more 
elementary and much shorter. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (L, v) be a valueilfield, let F and K be subfields of L 
such that Fc Kc L, and let D : K--f L be a derivation. Suppose that D has 
lower bound y on F, that K is algebraic over F, and that F has characteristic 
zero. Then D is continuous, with lower bound y, on K. 
Prooj Let (t, 6) be a completion of L with respect to 21, and let f be 
the completion of Fin L. As previously noted, D, extends to a continuous 
derivation Is: p+ i, and y is a lower bound for D on E (with respect to 0). 
Let Q be an algebraic closure of L, let Qe be the algebraic closure of P in 
52, let v’ be the unique extension of v^ to 0, let D : Qp + Q be the derivation 
extending 8, and let F, be maximal among those fields between F and Qp 
on which y is a lower bound for D (with respect to 0’). Since Kc Qp, to 
prove our theorem it is enough to show that F, = Szp. 
Thus-replacing F by F,, K by QF and L by Q-we may assume, in 
addition to the hypotheses of the theorem, that K is algebraically closed, 
that F is a maximal subfield of K on which y is a lower bound for D, and 
that vK is the only extension of vF to K, We must show that F = K, which 
by Proposition 1.3 means we must show that R= F and r, = r,-. 
Suppose first hat there is an element X in R but not in F Then there is 
an irreducible manic polynomial P = x” -I- a, _ LX’- I + . . . + a,EF[a such 
that P” = irrF(.?); P has a root x in K such that d(x) =X. Since 1, X, . . . ? 
are linearly independent over E we have u(x) = v((dP/dX)(x)) = 0, whence 
LJ(DX) = v(P”(x)) 2 min,, LGn- 1 {v(a,) + y } 2 7. Then also v(Dx’/x’) 2 y. By . . 
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Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 3.1, y is a lower bound for D on F(x), 
contradicting the maximality of F. We conclude that r”= 1% 
Now suppose that FF # FK. We may choose a positive ;I E FK such that 
c( + FF generates a cyclic subgroup of FK/FF of prime order q. Let a be an 
element of F such that r(a) = CI, and set P = X4 - a E F[X]. For any root x 
of P, the values V(X), $x2), . . . . II belong to distinct cosets of FF in FK, 
and u(Dx’/x’) = u(Dxq/xq) = ~(&/a) 3 y. 
From Proposition 1.2, Lemma 3.1, and the maximality of F we obtain 
the contradiction XE F. Thus FF= FK, and the proof is complete. 1 
The following example shows that the characteristic zero hypothesis can- 
not be replaced by the weaker hypothesis that K/F is separable, even when 
the valuation v is discrete. 
Let k be a field of characteristic p # 0, let t be transcendental over k, let u 
be the unique valuation of k(t) trivial on k and satisfying u(r) = 1, and let D 
be the derivation t(~‘/dt). Then u is a discrete rank one valuation of 
F= k( t), and 0 is a lower bound for D on F. 
Let x be a root of the polynomial Xp + tPX- t E F[X]; then F(x)/F is a 
separable extension of degree p. Extending D and u to F(x), one finds that 
U(X)= l/p and Dx= t ’ ~~ p Thus u(Dx/x) = 1 - p - l/p < 0, and so 0 is not . 
a lower bound for D on F(xj. 
Remark. Theorem 4.1 does remain true for characteristic p # 0 under 
the additional hypothesis that for each x E K, [F(x): F] is not divisible by 
p. The hypothesis guarantees that fK/FF has no p-torsion, so that, in the 
notation of the proof of the theorem, q # p. Therefore, if at the outset of the 
proof we replace K by a maximal subfield of S2i each of whose elements has 
degree over F not divisible by p, the argument goes through exactly as 
before. 
5. THE SPACE OF CONTINUOUS DERIVATIONS 
We denote by Der,(K, t) the set of all F-derivations from K to L. If K is 
separable over F, Der,(K, L) is a vector space over L of dimension 
td(K/F). Let Der;(K, L) be the set of all u-continuous F-derivations from K 
to L. Clearly Derk(K, L) is a subspace of Der,(K, L); it is natural to 
inquire about its dimension. 
In one case, at least, the answer is well known. If K is an algebraic 
function field of one variable over F (possibly inseparable), if F is 
algebraically closed in K, and if Ok = 0, then Der;(K, K) = Der,(K, K): that 
is, every F-derivation is continuous in the topology of every valuation of K 
over F. 
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The next proposition shows, in particular, that this well-known theorem 
(see [ 1, p. 1141 or [ 10, Lemma 11) is an immediate consequence of Lem- 
mas 3.1 and 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let L, h’, F, v, and D be as in Section 3. Suppose that 
K/F is a finitel~l generated extension of transcendence degree one. If vr = 0 
and if D, is bounded belobr, then D, is continuous. 
Note that the hypothesis on D, certainly is satisfied whenever D,Fc F, 
so, in particular, when Dr.= 0. 
Proof Let y0 be a lower bound for D on F. Choose x E K such that 
L>(X) > 0, and set y = min(lj,, u(Dx/x)}. The element x- is transcendental 
over F, and if P = C;= d a$ E F[x], where ad # 0, we have t>(P) = d,(x) = 
min d<i<n (v(a$)>. It f 11 o ows from Lemma 3.1 and Propositions 2.1 
and 2.2 that D is continuous on F(x). Since K is algebraic over F(x), 
Lemma 3.2 guarantees that D is continuous on K. 1 
There are examples (see [ll, pp. 370-3711) to show that if td(K/F) = 2, 
it need not be the case that Der;(K, L) = Der,(K, L). In the characteristic 
zero case we have, in fact, the following improvement of Proposition 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that F has characteristic zero, let K/F be a field 
extension of finite transcendence degree, let v be a rank one discrete 
valuation of K over F, having dimension d, and let (L, v) be a completion of 
(K, ~1). Then the dimension of Der;(K, L) is at least 1 and at most d + 1. 
Proof: Assume first hat d = 0. Let t be an indeterminate, and identify L
with the Laurent series field x((t)). Note that Der$(K, L) z Der;(L, L), 
because each DE DergK, L) extends uniquely to a b E Der;(L, L). Also. 
since K is algebraic over F, DerdL, L) = Der,(L, L); and, since L = K((t)) 
is a completion of R(t), we have, as before, Der>(L, L) z 
De&(X(t), K((t))). Thus Der;(K, L) z DerX(K(t), L); by Proposition 5.1, 
therefore, the dimension of Der;i-(K: L), as a vector space over L, is 1. 
Now suppose d > 0, let x1, . . . . xd be elements of K such that Xi, . . . . .7id is a 
transcendence base of K over F, and let F, be the algebraic closure of 
F(x,, . . . sd) in K. Since v~, = 0, Der;(F,, L) = Der,(F,, L); and u. con- 
sidered as a valuation of K over F,, has dimension zero. It follows that 
Der$(F,, L) has dimension d and Der;,(K, L) has dimension 1. Since 
Der;,(K, L) is the kernel of the restriction map Der;(K, L) ---f Der>(F,, L), 
the conclusion follows. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let F, K, and v be as in Theorem 5.2. Every 
F-derivation D: K---f K is continuous in the topolog)? of v if and only if the 
dimension of L’ is equal to td(K/F) - 1. 
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Proof. Set n = td(K/F) and let {or, . . . . , n, Y 1 be a transcendence basis of K 
over F. If L is any completion of (K, u), then Der”,(K, K) = Der,(K, K) if 
and only if d/dx, , . . . d/dx,, are linearly independent elements of Der”,( K, L). 
which implies, by the theorem, that d = n - 1. 
On the other hand, if we choose x1, . ..) xd as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, 
it is clear that d/d.x,, . .. . d/dx, are bounded below on F,. So if d= II - 1. 
Proposition 5.1 implies that the map Der$(K, t) -+ Der;(F,, L) is surjec- 
tive, whence Der”,(K, L) has dimension d + 1 = n. i 
Theorem 5.2 implies in particular that Der”,(K, L) # (0) but it may still 
be the case that Der;(K, K) = (0). Let s and y be algebraically independent 
over F, set K= F(x, I:), and let pi be the valuation determined by the 
embedding of K into F((t)) induced by I++ r, y t-+ sin t = 
X:=0 ( - I ‘,’ t”’ ‘/( 2i + t )!. Then Der>( K, L) is generated over L by 
D = (d/dx) + cos t(d/‘dy). But no multiple of D by an element of L carries K
into itself. Therefore Der’,(K, K) = (0). 
6. VALUATIONS OF FINITE RANK 
Let L be a field and u a valuation of L having finite rank. Then there is a 
unique (up to equivalence) rank one valuation 1~ of L which induces on L 
the same topology as v. It follows that all the theorems in Sections 3 and 4 
are true for a valuation u of arbitrary finite rank; in particular, if K/F is a 
field extension of finite transcendence degree, these theorems are true for 
every valuation v of K trivial on F. Moreover, since M(X) > 0 if D(X) > 0 and 
v(x) > 0 if u(s) > 0, any derivation D: K + L is bounded below with 
respect to u if and only if it is bounded below with respect to 11’. Therefore 
Proposition 2.2 also holds for valuations of finite rank. 
7. APPLICATIONS TO DIFFERENTIAL. ALGEBRA 
We conclude by recasting some of our results in the form and language 
of differential algebra. Our basic terminology is that of [7]. The first 
result amounts to a restatement of Theorems 3.3 and 4.1 and the 
opening remarks of Section 4; it is essentially a generalization of 
[3, Proposition 111 and [S, Theorem 31. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let L be an ordinary differential field, v u rank one 
vuluation of L trivial onL’s prime field, and F a differential subfield ofL. Let 
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L, and L2 be intermediate differential subfields uch that Fc L, c L, c L 
and such that L, is purely dtfjerentially transcendental over F, L2 is dtfferen- 
tialIy algebraic over L, , and L is algebraic over LZ. Let K be a (not 
necessarily differential) field such that Fc K c L and suppose that the 
derivation is bounded below on K. Then: 
(a) If Lz is jmitely generated over L,, and tf L either has charac- 
teristic zero or is finite over L,, then there is a rank one valuation w of L 
such that wK = vk, and the derivation is continuous with respect to IV. 
(b) If L has characteristic zero, tf LI = L, and if D is a differential 
valuation of the differential field K: then w is a differential valuation 
of L. I 
Our final theorem, when applied to a discrete valuation z! of dimension 
zero, or more generally to a discrete valuation having a differential field of 
representatives, says that D differentiates term-by-term the power series 
arising from 21. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let K be a subfield of a valued -field (L, v) of charac- 
teristic zero, and suppose there is a jmite transcendence basis { y , , . . . . yIZ} of 
L over K with respect to which v is homogeneously defined on K(J’, , . . . . ~1,). 
Let D be a derivation from K( JY~, . . . . ~9,~) into a completion (L, v) of (L, v) 
such that v(Da/a) > 0 for every a E K*, and v(Dy*/y,) > 0 (I < i < n j. Then D 
is continuous and extends uniquely to a continuous derivation D: L --f L. 
Moreover, 6 is a rank-one d@erential valuation of the differential field 
(i, 6). 
Proof By Lemma 3.2, taking for Z the set of all monomials in ?I,, . . . J’,, 
and c1= 1’ = 0, D is bounded below by 0. It now follows from Theorem 4.1 
and the Remark preceding it that fi is bounded below by 0. By [S, 
Corollary to Proposition 41, B is a differential valuation of L. m 
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